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Why Ethics Café ?
Ethics Cafés offer a fun interactive space to learn 

more about ethics. 

- We focus on a topic,

- try to better understand what it means from 

different ethics perspectives,

- formulate our own views about the topic more 

clearly, 

- practice the skill of arguing our point of view, 

- and learn through others’ points of view.
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Ethics Café today …

We are familiar with the word ‘integrity’. 

The call for ‘integrity’ comes from many different corners –

as an antidote for corruption, poor service delivery, poor work ethic, greed, self-centredness.

But, what exactly do we mean when we talk about ‘integrity’ –

in general, and in relation to NPO services? 

We will explore the concept of ‘integrity’, various dimensions thereof, and think about ways 

in which the intentional practice of integrity supports our collective efforts towards social 

transformation.
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Ethics 101

For purposes of our discussion, 

pause for brief thoughts about: 

a definition of ethics

and 

ethics viewpoints.



Ethics 

Ethics pays attention to:

o what is important & valuable,

o how we should live our lives, 

o norms and standards about how we should   

live our lives,

o how these norms and standards are applied.

Ethics, as a field of 
study, is a stream 
of philosophy.

The definition above applies to our personal considerations, as well as organisational ‘life’.



These viewpoints are like different lenses we look 

through to decide what to think and do.

Care Ethic

Character Ethics: 

what kind of a 

person …

Basic ‘goods’ to create 

a minimally decent life, 

everyone of equal moral 

worth

Positive and negative 

responsibilities, to whom, to 

what extent

? Greatest good for 

greatest number of 

people?

Intrinsic & 

instrumental value?

Ethics perspectives - Introduction 
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Now, let’s talk about 





Integrity understood as:

A characteristic

A values compass 

Standing for something

A measure for action, 

of outcome

… in relation to self 

… in relation to others

An individual’s integrity --- A system’s integrity



‘Integrity’ as a characteristic

Authenticity
True to oneself
Alignment 
Integrated way of being
Self-regard
Internal locus of control
Discerning ability
Reflective ability
Self-insight
Moral intelligence

A sense of 
WHOLENESS



Values associated with ‘integrity’

honest hopeful empathic

reliable respectful courageous

disciplined fair trustworthy

consistent dedicated accountable

conscientious stability understand 
‘natural laws’ 



Integrity is to 
stand for 
something, to have 
a vision



‘Integrity’ as a measure for action, of outcome

• Motivation for action not 
justifiable

• Process not ethical

• Fragmentated process

• Using others as a means to an 

• Justifiable motivation for action

(taking into account what has 

value, duty, consequences, care, 

rights)

• Quality of presence and process

• Integrated thinking & process

Lack of integrity may not be 
obviously or immediately visible



How is this all relevant to our NPO work?

- in our own organisations
- in our network of organisations

Consider:

Character 

Values

Standing for something, vision

Measure for action, of outcome



When we feel/think there is a lack of  integrity …

Unhelpful response:

Moral uneasiness

Emotional response

Defensiveness/avoidance/judgement

Denial, self-justification, blaming, 

division, ‘othering’ 

Constructive response:

Moral uneasiness 

Pause, reflect

Describe the situation: what,    

how, who, where, when?

What is the core issue here? 

Consider any rules that                                         

apply

What is the right thing to do? (refer  

to ‘tools’)         

Test the reasoning applied 



Closing


